We prove that the KdV equation is linearized by an analytic function, which is projectively analytically invertible. The Cauchy problem for the KdV equation is entirely solved by this fact. The non-linear superposition principle is a trivial consequence of convexity for the image of the linearization operator.
1. Introduction. Since the discovery [7] of the inverse scattering formalism for the KdV equation ). The inverse scattering formalism has been used to solve the Cauchy problem on S'(R), ( [12] ) and for sufficiently rapidly decreasing C 3 initial conditions ( [3] ), where in both cases, two linear problems are associated with the KdV equation.
To formulate the problem of linearization of the non linear Cauchy problem, it is convenient to give topological vectorspaces of initial conditions and of solutions for the non linear resp. for the linear problem. In this context it is possible to give a precise meaning to the concept of linearization (see [5] ). What we want to show in this paper is that the linearization program defined in [6] , entirely goes through and solves the initial value problem for the KdV equation. We stress the fact that this approach is straightforward (in contrast to the inverse scattering formalism), when the spaces of initial conditions are given. The inverse scattering formalism is recovered (c.f. [8] ). This is not surprising as, with the particular choice of spaces we have done, the linearization is unique (for fixed first term).
The choice of spaces is of course important for the properties of the linearization mapping (if it exists). It is easy to illustrate this fact for the KdV equation. Let E x and E 2 be two TVS of functions /: R -» R and F: E x -> E 2 a C 1 , one to one map, which linearizes the C° vector fields on E x :
i.e. F is a translation invariant linearization of the Kdv equation. Denoting D the Frechet derivative, this means that
where X\(u) = -3 3 w and -XQ(M) = X Q (u). Let w 0 7^ 0 be the initial condition for a soliton, i.e. (F~x) , (see [8] for explicit formulas) that the operator/ -» 3/ has to be invertible on E 9 i.e. f(x) -> 0 fast as x -> -00.
These qualitative remarks show that it is a quite natural choice to treat the linearization problem for the KdV equation on a space like the TVS of all functions/ e C°°(R) for which the seminorms = sup is defined by (see [5] where I q is the identity mapping on X ® s • • • ® s X (q-times) and o n is the normalized symmetrization mapping on ® n X. ® s is the symmetric projective tensor product. Proof. S b is barreled as it is Frechet. Let B C S h be a bounded closed subset, i.e. || 51| N = sup /eB || /1| ^ < oo for each TV > 0. It follows from the Ascoli-Arzela theorem that if ||5||^+ 1 <oo, then for each sequence {f n }™=o i n & there exists a subsequence {/• }^= 0 such that/ converges in the || || N norm. By a diagonalisation argument there is then a subsequence {fj H }™=o of {/JJLo which converges in the norm || || N for each N >0. This proves that S h is a Montel space.
That S h is a nuclear space from the fact that S is nuclear. In fact since S is nuclear, the space S(n) = S/2s n , « > 0, is nuclear (c.f. [9] Theorem III. 7.4) , where E n is the closed subspace of functions / G S such that supp/ C [«, oo[. S^, being the projective limit limS(n), is then nuclear (cf. [9] corollary of Theorem III.7.4).
*" • Let E N be the closed subspace of S" of distributions with support in ]-oo, N]. PROPOSITION 
5*^ (the strong dual of S h ) is a nuclear Montel space, and is isomorphic to the strict inductive limit of
Proof. As S is dense in S b9 S' h C 5" (set theoretically). Further if T G 5" has a continuous extension to S h then supp T C ]-oo, N] for some N > 0. Each semi norm in S' b has the form S b 3 F -» q B (F) = su P«e51 ^( w ) I > where 5 is a bounded set in 5^. The inductive limit of E N is then identic with S b as topological vectorspace. Hence S b is nuclear as E N is nuclear ( [9] Theorem III.7.4 and corollary). Further S b is Montel as S h is Montel (cf. [2] , IV, §3, Prop. 7).
•
Formal linearization of the XDF-equation.
Let t 2 be the two-dimensional commutative Lie algebra. The ATdF-equation is defined in the representation
where
r/(w) = -3 3 w and T?(u l9 u 2 ) = 3 (11,8112 + 11,3M,) ,
The representation is formally linearizable [5] on S h into S b if there exists an element C E F(S b ) 9 with C 1 continuously invertible and
(C takes then the space where the linear equation is defined into the space where the non-linear equation is defined.) The «th order of equation (3.2) reads
For X = (1,0) we get explicitly
where i n (x) = (x,...,x) (n-times), denotes space inversion and ® convolution. Conversely given any F n G S'(R n ) with suppF" C AT"]-oo, k], k > 0, /Ae« C w ^ constructed satisfies equation (3.4) . 
/*as rAe wn/^we solution C n = 0 w C^^).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 each solution C w has the form
Take X = (0,1). Then, we get
where F" is analytic in the domain TT+ = {& | Re &, -> 0,1 < i < w}. (Proposition 2.2). But P n ^ 0 for n > 2 and the ring of analytic functions on TT" is an integral domain so F n = 0 is the only solution.
• COROLLARY 3.3. Equation (3.2) /JOS a£ most one solution for a given C 1 .
To solve equation (3.3) we introduce the holomorphic functions G":
We introduce also the holomorphic function F n \ TT" -> C, where ty n is the group of permutations of n elements. The holomorphic functions G n (resp. F n ) define uniquely (cf. [10] ), by Fourier-Laplace transformation, distributions G n (resp. F n ) E S\W) with suppG" (resp.
. The algebraic expressions for G n coincide with them in [8] . . C, is unique if it exists (Corollary 3.3). By (3.3) and (3.5) the linearization of T by C s is equivalent to
This is by Fourier-Laplace transformation equivalent to
w is a solution of this equation if > 2.
E. TAFLIN
Direct substitution as in [8] proves that G n defined by (3.6) satisfies this equation.
• the commonly used (see [2] , cf. [8] , [12] ) continuous integral operator and (3.14)
[<$>(f)u](x)=(° f(x,t)u(x + t)dt

J -oo defines a continuous integral operator %(f): S b -» S h for each/ E (7.
It seems difficult to invert C directly. However there is a unique power series Q s E F s (S h ,U) such that <2 5 ° C 5 = B s . To find the inverse of C we first construct a <2 E F{S b ,U). The expressions (3.10) and (3.11) give Multiplication with 0(<p) gives by (3. 4. Convergence properties of the formal power series. We study in this paragraph the existence and the properties of the functions defined by the formal power series Q y P, B and by them A and A~\ Q, P, B are uniquely defined by the integral equations (3.17), (3.13) resp. (3.12): and that [(3, -9 2 
one deduces the existence of seminorms /> 0 </jj < • • • for each given K > 0 such for a x > 1:
and for a x -0:
,X] XR-,
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where E(x, y) = {(x,, y x ) E R X R"| x x + y x < x + y). We have here used the inequality (cf. [12] ) (4.6) |fl ( 9 )/|(*, y) < */* df(l + ; 2 )|<p(0| sup \f(x l9 y x )\.
Denote
The explicit form of <£ (<£) and (4.4), (4.5) Finally we find that (see (3.8) , (3.16))
(4.8) M N (Q»(<p)) ŵ
here n>N+ 1. p N has (for convenience) been chosen sufficiently large and K>N. (4.8) proves that the series Q(<t>) converges for each <| > E S h . Hence Q: S h -+ U is entire analytic.
To prove the second statement, we first remark that (4.9) [ We now turn to the question of the existence of A~l. We prove the convergence of C -A~l and find the maximal connected domain of analyticity (containing u = 0) for C.
®(+)<P](X) = f W(x, t -x)q>(t)
Introduce the operator (see [4] ) ti x (u): It follows from Lemma III.9 in [12] , (where it is only used that
Then at the point u + <J>, the r.h.s. of (4.15) can be written
We prove the convergence of the series where (for given n) C u is a positive constant depending on M G O r (4.18) and (4.20) give for some sufficiently large seminorm q on S(n):
By (4.18) (4.21) and then (4.20) an estimation for F k is obtained:
The identity (for a given x G ]-oc, n]) for e < n -x
This is well-defined in U(n), cf. [9] .)
Explicit expressions for the derivatives of F k ((p; u; f) are obtained from (4.17) , (3.9) and ( and (4.25) (4.22), (4.24) and (4.25) give the estimate for k > N + 1 {q N is a sufficiently large seminorm): (4.26) M N {F k (<p,...,q>;u,...,u;f) 
Thus, for a given u E O n the series 2 F k (<p 9 ...,<p; u 9 ... 9 u; f ) converges for all / E U{n) and all $ <E S(n) with #(0)C W <1. / = (/ + S2(w))~1a(w + <£) is linear (and continuous) in <j>, which proves that the series (4.16) converges on a neighbourhood of u in S(n).
• 
